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The current ongoing COVID-19 pandemic illustrates the 
importance of valid therapeutic tools1, but also the notable 
lack of technologies capable of fighting the spread of viruses in 

the environment. Many viruses diffuse and transmit in the environ-
ment in water, some in their bulk form (waterborne viruses)2–4 and 
others in small droplets suspended in the air (airborne viruses)5–9. 
A key defence strategy against infectious diseases is always the pre-
vention of pathogen transmission from an infected person to an 
uninfected one. This is achieved by using masks, gloves, physical 
barriers and disinfection, which introduces other challenges on a 
global scale, such as achieving the goal in a fully sustainable and 
environmentally friendly way10–12.

In particular, the COVID-19 pandemic revealed the paradox 
that, although both technological and scientific knowledge are 
available to develop a vaccine within the record time of less than a 
year13,14, there is still a lack of preparedness to fight the rapid spread 
of new viruses until such vaccines are developed and a substantial 
portion of the population is vaccinated15. Without the appropriate 
readiness, viruses spread widely and rapidly and, eventually, new 
virus strains emerge via mutations16,17, which could potentially con-
fer resistance to vaccines that target the original strain or increase 
the virulence of the virus, and possibly lead to an endless vicious 
cycle. Viruses can spread through many different routes, but mostly 
through fomites18, small water droplets5–9 and bulk water bodies 
(which include wastewater)2–4. Proper hand hygiene serves as a very 
effective practice against the spread of infections through fomites19. 
In all the other cases, however, virus inactivation must be tackled 
in the hosting fluid, and the overarching strategy is then to target 
the virus in its surrounding aqueous environment, may this be in 
the form of microscopic suspended water droplets or bulk waters.  

For airborne viruses, suitable face masks, although effective, pose 
the risk of further dissemination of the viruses when improperly 
handled20 and/or disposed21,22. Additionally, the generated plastic 
waste eventually emerges as a parallel environmental problem, espe-
cially in times of pandemics10–12. For waterborne viruses, and despite 
decades-long technological developments, contaminated drinking 
water is still responsible for 500,000 annual deaths, of which more 
than half occur in children under five years of age23. Non-enveloped 
enteric viruses, such as enteroviruses, adenoviruses and rotaviruses, 
can cause gastrointestinal infections with diseases such as diarrhoea 
and dysentery. It is estimated that ~40% of often-fatal childhood 
diarrhoea in developing countries is connected to viral agents24. 
Non-enveloped viruses can persist in water bodies for long periods 
of time25 and can resist even some of the harshest treatments26,27. 
This challenge is not only exclusive to unfavoured communities, 
but extends also to countries with state-of-the-art water and waste-
water treatment facilities2. Furthermore, even enveloped viruses, 
such as influenza viruses and coronaviruses, which were often 
regarded as unstable in water environments, have now been shown 
to remain highly infective for long times in bulk water bodies28,29: 
SARS-CoV-2, for example, can retain its infectivity for longer than 
seven days in tap water and wastewater at room temperature30.

Therefore, the development of efficient barriers against the 
spread of viruses via diffusing environmental fluids becomes cru-
cial if global contamination is to be prevented. In spite of decades 
of scientific and technological development, no existing tech-
nology can universally eliminate viruses from water, unless it is 
extremely energy intensive (for example, reverse osmosis)31 or starts 
to pose the risk of toxicity towards humans and the environment  
(for example, silver-based technologies)32,33. All these limitations  
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render the existing technologies obsolete facing global challenges 
such as pandemics.

To address such a challenge, we developed an antiviral mem-
brane trap composed of amyloid nanofibrils obtained from a 
food-grade milk protein, β-lactoglobulin (BLG), modified in situ 
with iron oxyhydroxide nanoparticles (NPs) (Fig. 1a). The con-
version of BLG monomers into a network of amyloid fibrils (AFs) 
is a straightforward process achieved by simply lowering the pH 
to 2.0 with simultaneous heating up to 90 °C; afterwards, the iron 
oxyhydroxide NPs are precipitated directly on the formed network 
of AFs by raising the pH in the presence of FeCl3·6H2O. Figure 1b 
shows a schematic of the process; the detailed chemical analy-
sis and composition of the iron NPs as studied by X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) reveals the presence of both iron(ii) 
and iron(iii) oxide and iron chloride species that coexist with the 
majority of iron oxyhydroxide NPs (Supplementary Fig. 1). By 
depositing the produced material on a porous solid support, we 
obtained a filtration membrane composed of an intricate network 
of BLG AFs decorated by Fe oxyhydroxide NPs a few nanometres 
in size (in what follows, the hybrid membrane is simply referred 
to as BLG AF–Fe and the decorating iron nanoparticles as Fe NPs; 
BLG AF–Fe hybrids refer instead to the solution precursor). The 
resulting membrane is thus composed of food-grade components 
and shows no toxicity on experimentally treated cell lines, as 
demonstrated by cytotoxicity tests (Supplementary Fig. 2). The 
general structure of the membrane can be clearly observed by 
cryogenic scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) (Fig. 1c) on 
a fracture plane through the inner structure of the fully hydrated 
filter: controlled etching lowers the level of water and enhances 
the visibility of the BLG AF–Fe hybrids. Alternatively, Fe NPs 
that decorate the AF can be visualized by cryogenic transmission 
electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) (Fig. 1d) on samples prepared 
using a fivefold lower Fe concentration to allow the resolution  
of single NPs. Finally, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)  
micrographs (Fig. 1e) of fully dried membranes reveal, in 

high-contrast images, the dense packing of the Fe NPs on the  
surface of AFs. It is important to mention that the observed dif-
ference in the Fe NP density between the cryo-SEM (Fig. 1c) and 
the SEM (Fig. 1e) micrographs is due to the shrinkage of the sam-
ple during preparation and drying.

Performance of membranes on enveloped viruses
We first tested this filtration membrane trap by filtering water that 
contained three different types of enveloped viruses: (1) Φ6, an 
enveloped bacteriophage that infects Pseudomonas syringae bacte-
ria and is often used as a surrogate of human enveloped viruses34, 
(2) H1N1, an influenza A virus strain responsible for the swine flu 
pandemic in 200935 and (3) SARS-CoV-2, the coronavirus strain 
responsible for the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The membrane 
showed an efficiency of more than six orders of magnitude reduc-
tion in infectivity for all three viruses (Fig. 2). The infectious virus 
concentrations went from ~106 PFU ml−1 before filtration to below 
the detection limit after filtration for all three viruses. No remark-
able effect on the infectivity of the viruses was observed when 
filtering the viruses through the cellulose support or the BLG AF 
alone, which suggests a unique synergetic effect of the BLG AF–Fe 
membranes. The filter has a capacity of ~7 × 103 PFUmg−1

BLGAF−Fe 
(Supplementary Fig. 4), as determined both by repeated cycles of 
filtration and by varying the total volume of the BLG AF–Fe hybrid 
solution used to prepare the final membrane.

By quantifying the viral genomes, which indicate the total num-
ber of viruses (both infectious and non-infectious), before and after 
filtration (Fig. 2), we observed that most of the viruses were retained 
on the membrane material. Still, for H1N1 and SARS-CoV-2, a 
detectable amount of genomes passed through the filter. It is, how-
ever, important to reiterate that the infective viruses in the filtrate 
were below the detection limit for both viruses. Even in the conser-
vative assumption that the concentration of the infective virus in the 
filtrate is equal to the detection limit, we still observed a remark-
able decrease in the ratio of infective to total viruses after filtration 
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Fig. 1 | Schematic, fabrication and characterization of BlG AF–Fe membranes. a, A schematic showing the filtration set-up. b, A schematic showing the 
fabrication processes of the BLG AF–Fe membranes. c, Cryo-SEM micrographs of freeze-fractured and freeze-etched hydrated BLG AF–Fe hybrids at two 
magnifications. d, Cryo-TEM image of the BLG AF–Fe hybrids; the BLG AF–Fe hybrids were prepared using a fivefold lower Fe concentration (10 mgFe ml−1) 
than the concentration normally used to prepare the membranes to enable the visualization of single Fe NPs. e, SEM micrographs of a chemically fixed and 
critical point-dried sample of the filter bulk material at two magnifications. Representations of the virions in a are reproduced from pictures on ViralZone51. 
The cartoon structure of the BLG monomers in b is based on the crystallographic structures 5IO552 obtained from the Protein Data Bank53 (http://www.
rcsb.org/, accessed October 2020).
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(Supplementary Fig. 5). These results suggest that the membrane 
not only retains the virus, but also strongly inactivates it.

Further assessment of the virucidal effect of the membrane was 
conducted by attempting to recover the Φ6 viruses retained on the 
membrane filter. This was done by incubating the membrane mate-
rial used for Φ6 filtration in a beef buffer of pH 9.3—beef buffer 
has often been used to recover viruses adsorbed to iron oxides36. 
Keeping in mind the challenges of an efficient recovery of adsorbed 
viruses and potential damage to the virus in that process, we still 

observed a pronounced decrease in the ratio of infective to total 
viruses from 0.05 for the filtered solution to as low as 8.8 × 10−4 of 
the recovered viruses (Supplementary Fig. 6). This observation pro-
vides additional evidence that the viruses not only adsorb to the 
membrane but also are mostly inactivated.

Inactivation mechanisms
To further investigate the mechanism by which the BLG AF–Fe 
membrane eliminates viruses, we ran experiments in which the 
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Fig. 2 | elimination of infectious enveloped viruses for water filtered through BlG AF–Fe membranes. a–c, Complete elimination of infectious viruses and 
the corresponding reduction in the genome count for Φ6 (a), H1N1 (b) and SARS-CoV-2 (c) when filtered through BLG AF–Fe membranes (blue, before 
filtration; grey, after filtration). A limited or no elimination was observed when filtering the same viruses through the cellulose support or the BLG AFs alone. 
The lower value of the genome count of Φ6 than that of the other two viruses is probably due to both a higher ratio of infectious viruses to genome count than 
those of the other two viruses and also the low efficiency of the genome extraction from these phages (Supplementary Table 2). Φ6 infectivity represents the 
plaque count from one plate of a series of dilutions that consist of at least three plates. A replicate of the Φ6 filtration experiment for which the infectivity was 
calculated using three technical replicas is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. The genome count for Φ6 represents the average of four technical replicas and 
the error bars represent the standard deviation (s.d.). The infectivity and genome count of H1N1 as well as the genome count of SARS-CoV-2 represent the 
average of two technical replicas and the error bars represent the range. The infectivity of SARS-CoV-2 represents the average of four technical replicas and 
the error bars represent the s.d. LOD, limit of detection; *below the LOD. Representations of the virions are reproduced from pictures on ViralZone51.
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viruses were incubated with a suspension of BLG AF–Fe hybrids in 
PBS buffer for one hour followed by assessing the infectivity of the 
viruses. No infective Φ6 viruses were detected in the solution at the 
end of the incubation time (Fig. 3a). These results show that virus 
elimination during filtration cannot be attributed to simple reten-
tion on the filter material due to small pore sizes, that is, by size 
exclusion: indeed, no change in the Φ6 infectivity was observed 
in control experiments when the viruses were incubated with BLG 
AF or Fe NPs alone. The reduction in infective viruses in solution 
started to become noticeable when the viruses were incubated  
with BLG monomer–Fe; still it was neither as effective nor as  

reproducible as incubation with BLG AF–Fe hybrids. These results 
were further supported by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
images of the Φ6 viruses alone (Fig. 3b), Φ6 incubated with BLG 
AF–Fe hybrids pre-adsorbed on carbon films (Fig. 3c) and Φ6 incu-
bated with BLG AF–Fe hybrids imaged using cryo-TEM. Figure 3b 
shows a high concentration of spherical and intact Φ6 virions. The 
top image of Fig. 3c shows that BLG AF–Fe is densely covered with 
Φ6 phages. It is important to note that the heavy metal staining 
used to produce contrast in the TEM image stabilizes single mol-
ecules, fibrils and virus particles adsorbed on the grid; bulky pieces 
of BLG AF–Fe are, however, too large and the stabilizing effect 
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Fig. 3 | Mechanism of elimination of infective viruses by BlG AF–Fe hybrids. a, Infectivity of Φ6 after 1 h of incubation with BLG AF, 30 nm Fe NPs, BLG 
monomer–Fe and BLG AF–Fe. A control experiment was conducted by incubating the virus in PBS buffer without any additives. Complete elimination of 
infectious Φ6 is only achieved when incubated with BLG AF–Fe hybrids for 60 min; no or very limited elimination was observed when the viruses were 
incubated with BLG AF or 30 nm Fe NPs alone; elimination became substantial, yet partial, when the virus was incubated in BLG monomer–Fe. The plotted 
data are the average of three technical replicas and the error bars represent the s.d., except for the BLG monomer–Fe data, which are the average of two 
technical replicas and the error bars represent the range. b, TEM micrographs of negative stained Φ6 showing intact phages. c, TEM micrographs of 
negative stained Φ6 incubated with BLG AF–Fe hybrids. d, Cryo-TEM micrograph of Φ6 incubated with BLG AF–Fe hybrids. Of the eight viruses in the field of 
view, two are not associated with BLG AF–Fe (left side) and six are associated (on the top right and lower end of the image) with BLG AF–Fe. No clear signs 
of structural damage to the viruses can be seen. e,f, Infectivity of H1N1 (e) and SARS-CoV-2 (f) after 1 h of incubation with BLG AF, BLG monomer–Fe and 
BLG AF–Fe. A control experiment was conducted by incubating the virus in PBS buffer without any additives. Complete-to-partial elimination of infectious 
H1N1 and SARS-CoV-2 occurred when incubated with BLG AF–Fe hybrids. No elimination was observed when the viruses were incubated with BLG AF alone. 
A substantial elimination was observed when the viruses were incubated with BLG monomer–Fe. H1N1 data represent the average of two technical replicas 
and the error bars represent the range. SARS-CoV-2 data are the average of three technical replicas with error bars that represent the s.d. *Below the LOD.
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of the stain is not sufficient due to their spatial hydrogel nature 
and thus such staining cannot stop them from shrinking during 
the air-drying procedure after staining. The viruses attached at the 
surface of BLG AF–Fe hybrids (Fig. 3c) appear to be elongated in 
a direction perpendicular to the surface, which suggests that such 
elongation was driven by the shrinkage of the membrane on dry-
ing and indicates a very strong interaction between the viruses and 
the BLG AF–Fe hybrids. A weak interaction would have probably 
resulted in the release of the viruses from the surface of BLG AF–
Fe hybrids on washing and drying the samples. Such strong inter-
actions could be sufficient to inactivate the viruses, as previously 
observed for Φ6 viruses that interact with montmorillonite clay 
minerals37. Additional experiments conducted under anoxic con-
ditions showed that no oxygen-mediated inactivation took place 
(Supplementary Fig. 8), which supports again that the attachment 
of the viruses to the BLG AF–Fe is the main mechanism behind 
the virus elimination. Incubation experiments with H1N1 (Fig. 3e)  
and SARS-CoV-2 (Fig. 3f) showed comparable results to those  
of Φ6, which suggests a similar elimination mechanism for all 
three viruses.

These results together show that the Fe NPs combined with the 
AF features are the key element of the membrane: BLG AF alone 
did not show any virucidal effect, whereas BLG monomer–Fe 
had a noticeable, yet moderate, inactivating effect on the viruses 
compared with that of BLG AF–Fe hybrids. Previous studies sug-
gested that strong attraction forces between positively charged 
iron hydroxides38 and negatively charged viruses39 can partially 
inactivate the virus via interactions with its capsid40–42. Our results, 
indeed, confirm that the Fe NPs, the BLG monomer–Fe and 
BLG AF–Fe are all positively charged at physiological pH values 
(Supplementary Fig. 9), whereas literature values show that H1N143 
and the spike protein of SARS-CoV-244 are both negatively charged 
at physiological pH values. What is critically important, however, is 
the surface-to-volume ratio at which these surfaces become avail-
able: the 30 nm Fe NP control had no virucidal effect on Φ6, the 
BLG monomer Fe had a noticeable, partial effect and only BLG 
AF–Fe had an outstanding effect. The BLG AF provide an intricate  
network template that supports the formation of an Fe coating a  
few nanometres thick onto their elongated surface, that is, at a 
remarkably higher surface-to-volume ratio than that offered by the 
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Fig. 4 | Complete and partial elimination of infectious non-enveloped viruses for water filtered through BlG AF–Fe membranes. a, Complete elimination 
of infectious MS2 viruses (the corresponding reduction in the genome count is shown in Supplementary Fig. 10) when filtered through BLG AF–Fe 
membranes (blue, before filtration; grey, after filtration). No detectable elimination was observed when filtering the same viruses through the cellulose 
support or the BLG AFs alone. The plotted infectivity represents the plaque count from one plate of a series of dilutions that consist of at least three 
plates. A replicate of MS2 with an ~109 PFU ml−1 filtration through the BLG AF–Fe membrane showed a reduction of more than three orders of magnitude 
(data not shown). b, Genome count and infectivity of the total amount of MS2 viruses filtered and recovered: total genome count filtered = volume of 
filtered solution (ml) × genome count before filtration (RNA copies ml−1); total infectious viruses filtered = volume of filtered solution (ml) × infectivity 
before filtration (PFU ml−1); total genome count recovered = volume of filtered solution (ml) × genome count after filtration (RNA copies ml−1) + volume 
of beef buffer (ml) × genome count in beef buffer after 1 h of incubation (RNA copies ml−1); total infectious viruses recovered = volume of filtered solution 
(ml) × infectivity after filtration (PFU ml−1) + volume of beef buffer (ml) × infectivity in beef buffer after 1 h of incubation (PFU ml−1). Beef buffer (pH 9.3) 
was used to desorb the viruses from the BLG AF–Fe. The genome count for MS2 represents the average of four technical replicas. c, Substantial elimination 
of infectious enterovirus (EV71) viruses when filtered through BLG AF–Fe membranes. No detectable elimination was observed when the same viruses 
were filtered through the cellulose support or the BLG AFs alone. The results for EV71 represent the average of two technical replicas and the error bars 
represent the range. *Below the LOD. Representations of virions are reproduced from pictures on ViralZone51.
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spherical geometry of Fe NPs and BLG monomer–Fe NPs. We antici-
pate that further insights into virus inactivation mechanisms within 
the BLG AF–Fe membranes could be gained with techniques such 
as radioactive labelling of the different components of the viruses, 
genome-wide PCR analysis and/or a variety of mass spectroscopy 
techniques, and so contribute to addressing the long-standing ques-
tion of the molecular mechanisms behind virus inactivation at liq-
uid/solid interfaces.

Performance of membranes on non-enveloped viruses
When tested on non-enveloped viruses, the BLG AF–Fe mem-
branes again showed an outstanding performance. An elimina-
tion efficiency of more than six orders of magnitude was found for 
MS2 (Fig. 4a), a non-enveloped bacteriophage of ~28 nm diameter, 
which is very often used as a surrogate for human non-enveloped 
viruses45. The infectious virus concentrations went from ~106 
PFU ml−1 before filtration to below the detection limit after filtra-
tion. Neither the cellulose support nor BLG AF alone showed any 
detectable effect on the infectivity of filtered MS2, which again 
demonstrates the unique synergistic effect of the BLG AF–Fe mem-
branes. By quantifying the genome count before and after filtra-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 10), we observed that most of the viruses 
were retained on the membrane material, but still with a detectable 
amount of viral genomes that went through the filter. After filtra-
tion, the ratio of infective to total viruses (considered to be equiva-
lent to the genome count) decreased by several orders of magnitude 
(Supplementary Fig. 10). The observed results again indicate that in 
the case of non-enveloped viruses, BLG AF–Fe hybrid membranes 
not only retain the virus but also probably inactivate it. Further 
assessment of the virucidal effect of the membrane was conducted 
by recovering the MS2 viruses retained on the membrane filter in a 
similar approach to that done for Φ6. The total genomes detected in 

the filtrate and recovered from the membrane accounted for ~65% 
of the total filtered viruses. Although it can neither be excluded 
that non-infective viruses are preferentially recovered over infec-
tive viruses nor that the viruses might be partially inactivated in 
the recovery process, we still observed a clear decrease in the ratio 
of infective-to-total viruses from 0.03 for the filtered solution to 
0.01 of the recovered viruses (Fig. 4b). Finally, we tested the mem-
brane against enterovirus 71 (EV71), a highly robust virus that is 
known to retain its infectivity in the digestive tract and is also highly 
resistant to acidic conditions. Figure 4c shows that after filtration 
through BLG AF–Fe membranes the infectivity of EV71 went down 
to approximately one-third of the infectivity before filtration. No 
reduction in infectivity was observed for filtration through the cel-
lulose support or the BLG AF alone, which demonstrates again the 
efficacy of the membranes developed.

Sustainability footprint of the membranes
To assess the performance, cost and environmental impact of the 
BLG AF–Fe membranes in a broader context, we evaluated its 
efficiency and sustainability footprint and benchmarked it against 
one of the most-used membrane technologies for virus removal: 
nanofiltration (NF). NF is a relatively simple process that retains 
a wide range of viruses via size exclusion, with removal efficiencies 
of 4–6 orders of magnitude46. The evaluation is based on the three 
pillars of sustainability, that is, techno-economic, environmental 
and social, reflected by eight discriminants: operating costs, invest-
ment cost, energy consumed, water recovery, removal efficiency, 
pressure, public acceptability and environmental friendliness.  
The performance of the technology in each indicator is ranked by 
either a low (i = 1), medium (i = 2) or high (i = 3) level score47. By 
doing so, semi-qualitative factors, such as public acceptability and 
environmental friendliness, can also be included in the assessment. 
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As shown in Fig. 5, NF scores medium and low in most discrimi-
nants, due to its high price, pressure, energy consumption48 and the 
release of toxic organic solvents during fabrication49, which is a typi-
cal problem of polymeric membranes50. The overall sustainability 
footprint is estimated by summing up the individual components as 
100%×

8
∑

j=1

( i
3
)

j ×
1
8
, where each of the j = 8 factors carries a weight 

between 1/3 and 1 depending on the score i. The sustainability 
footprints for BLG AF–Fe membranes and NF were estimated to 
96 and 58%, respectively, which clearly highlights the superiority of  
BLG AF–Fe membranes over conventional membrane processes 
for virus removal in terms of efficiency, cost and sustainability. 
Although the sustainability footprint of traditional membrane tech-
nologies can be slightly increased by considering less environmen-
tally aggressive methods than NF, such as ultrafiltration for which 
the sustainability footprint is ~63% (Supplementary Fig. 11), this 
comes at the expenses of virus removal efficiency, which drops 
down to insufficient values for safety requirements (for example, 
2–4 orders of magnitude in ultrafiltration; Supplementary Fig. 11). 
Finally, we also showed that the mechanical stability of BLG AF–
Fe can be further enhanced by introducing cellulose and carbon, 
which extends the time of service without a loss of performance 
(Supplementary Fig. 12).

Concluding remarks
In summary, we have shown the general and broad efficacy of AF–
Fe membranes against both enveloped and non-enveloped viruses, 
which include key viruses such as SARS-CoV-2, H1N1 and EV71. 
The membrane introduced in this work is made by combining two 
widely available, food-grade components: AFs obtained by fibril-
lization of the milk protein BLG on which iron oxyhydroxide NPs 
are synthesized in situ from iron salts by simple pH changes, in a 
straightforward fabrication procedure. This is an antiviral filtration 
membrane made entirely by biosourced and biodegradable compo-
nents. When combined with the outstanding virucidal properties 
of the membrane and the inactivation of the virus within it, these 
characteristics may allow a disposal of used membranes that is safe 
for both humans and the environment. Taken together, these results 
make this technology of immediate importance to mitigate current 
and future viral pandemics, as well as to address worldwide clean 
water challenges associated with pathogens.
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Methods
A full detailed description of the materials and methods used in this work is 
provided in the Supplementary Information. A brief summary is given below.

Materials. The protein BLG was purified from whey protein isolate received as a 
kind gift from Fonterra.

For the viruses, Φ6 bacteriophage (21518) and MS2 bacteriophage (13767) 
were from the DSMZ culture collection; SARS-CoV-2/Switzerland/GE9586/2020 
was isolated from a clinical specimen in the University Hospital in Geneva 
and replicated twice in Vero-E6 before the experiments. SARS-CoV-2/human/
Switzerland/IMV5/2020 was isolated from a clinical specimen at the Institute of 
Medical Virology, University of Zurich and has been described previously54,55.

Human H1N1 virus A/Netherlands/602/2009 was a gift from M. Schmolke 
(Department of Microbiology and Molecular Medicine). EV71 was isolated from 
a clinical specimen at the University Hospital of Geneva in rhabdomyosarcoma 
cells. Cells were infected and the supernatant was collected 2 days postinfection, 
clarified, aliquoted and frozen at −80 °C before titration by plaque assay in 
rhabdomyosarcoma cells.

Methods. Purification of BLG monomers and preparation of AFs. The purification of 
BLG from the whey protein and the preparation of AFs from the purified protein 
are discussed in a previous report56.

Preparation of BLG AF–Fe hybrids. AFs coated with Fe NPs were obtained by 
mixing AF solution at pH 2 with an aqueous solution of FeCl3·6H2O and adjusting 
the pH to 7 with NaOH.

Preparation of BLG monomer–Fe NPs. BLG monomer–Fe NPs were prepared using 
a similar protocol as that used to prepare the BLG AF–Fe hybrids, but using BLG 
monomers instead of BLG AF.

Preparation of BLG AF–Fe membranes. A syringe-aided filtration set-up was used 
to prepare BLG AF–Fe membranes. A cellulose support with a 0.45 µm pore size 
was inserted into the filtration set-up and placed on a glass bottle. BLG AF–Fe 
hybrids (8 ml) were taken with the help of a syringe and injected into the filtration 
system, and extra water was drained to form a membrane.

Characterization of BLG AF–Fe hybrids by XPS. XPS was used to determine the 
AF–Fe hybrid composition. Iron(ii) and iron(iii) hydroxides were found to 
contribute to 26.4 and 63.2% of the total peak area, respectively, along with 10.4% 
of iron chloride (iron(ii) + iron(iii) chloride).

Additional methods used. Experimental details on inactivation of the Φ6, MS2, EV71, 
SARS-CoV-2 and H1N1 viruses via the incubation of different concentrations of 
BLG AF–Fe hybrids, filtration experiments, viral genome extraction and real-time 
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) are given in full in the 
Supplementary Information along with cytotoxicity tests on MDCK cells.

Details on cryo-SEM, SEM, TEM and cryo-TEM are also given in full in the 
Supplementary Information.

Data availability
All the data generated and analysed during this study are included in the article and 
its Supplementary Information. Source data are provided with this paper.
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